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In this work a data pipe-line to manage and extract patterns
from time-series is described. The patterns found with a
combination of Conditional Restricted Boltzmann Machine
(CRBM) and k-Means algorithms are then validated using a
visualization tool. The motivation of finding these patterns is
to leverage future emission model.

I. INTRODUCTION

According to the European Community Shipowners Associ-
ations (ECSA) in 2015, the maritime traffic has become a key
component for European economy [1], being sea transportation
more fuel-efficient than other modes of transport (e.g. trucks
and trains). Also, according to a recent report by the Inter-
national Maritime Organization (IMO), it is expected that this
form of transport will continue increasing in the future due
to globalization and the increase of global-scale trade [2], but
at the same time, it is considered an important contributor
to primary atmospheric emissions in coastal areas [3] and
subsequently to European coastal air quality degradation [4],
especially in the North Sea and the Mediterranean basin.
Maritime traffic is also responsible for about 2.5% of global
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, which are predicted to
increase between 50% and 250% by 2050 [2].

Automatic Identification System (AIS) is the Global Po-
sitioning System (GPS) based tracking system used for col-
lision avoidance in maritime transport, as a supplement to
marine radars. AIS provides information such as a unique
identification for each transport (MMSI identifier), the position
as latitude and longitude (GPS positioning), the course and
speed (from the on-board gyrocompass). Such information is
used by maritime authorities to track and monitor vessel move-
ments and transmitted through standardized VHF transceivers,
mainly to prevent collisions amongst ships.

Discovering which patterns ships perform according to the
data provided will help to give explanation to: 1) air pollutant
concentrations in coastal zones and cities; and 2) degradation
of sea life, by detecting unusual or even criminal activities
from fishing fleets working in special sea-life protection zones.

AIS data can be considered a time-series, as each input up-
dates the vessel status in time. There are several approaches for
mining patterns for time series, from stream mining methods
for learning on time-changing data [5], to series-aware neural
network methods like Recurrent NNs and Hidden Markov

Models [6]. Here we are focusing on a simplistic pipeline
consisting in CRBMs to deal with time dimensions [7], and a
classical clustering method like k-Means [8]. The reasons for
choosing CRBMs is because our analytics goal passes to deter-
mine patterns through dimensionality reduction attempting to
simplify clustering and pattern mining processes, and CRBMs
have the ability to encode multidimensional input data and its
history into a dimension and time aware k-length code, easier
for feeding simplistic clustering techniques.

A. Dataset

The currently used dataset has been provided by the Spanish
Ports Authority (Puertos del Estado), from their vessel mon-
itoring database collecting the AIS signals from all registered
ships navigating national waters. The dataset used for current
experiments is a slice of data concerning the coastal area of
Barcelona, including a week of maritime traffic. It is composed
by more than 1.5 million entries and indicating 19 features,
including the vessel identification, the position in longitude
and latitude degrees, speed over ground, facing position, and
other vessel properties like vessel category.

The data is cleaned and processed in order to ensure that
the data is of enough quality for analyzing it. Several features
are then generated from the original for using them in the
analysis, e.g. rotation attribute generated from the GPS traces.

B. Methodology

The methodology here presented implements a data pipeline
consisting in the preparation of data, then passing the data
through a CRBM for data encoding and reduction of dimen-
sions, then clustering / classifying it through a classical method
like k-Means. Following subsections explains each step of the
chain, also depicted on Figure 1.

The CRBM is trained with sample series of data, structured
as explained before. The CRBM is not aware of time by itself,
but is our history input data what provides such notion. This
allows training it through data batches and without forcing data
order, as the notion of order is already present on each new
instance. Best practices in modeling and prediction require to
split training data with validation and testing data, to prevent
the auto-verification of the model, so for this reason we
performed this training process with a subset of the available
time-series.
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Fig. 1. Schema of the data pipeline, given a sequence at a particular time
t (and its n predecessor values) the hidden activations of the CRBM are
computed. Then the hidden activations are fed to a k-Means in order to cluster
the sequence at time t.

Fig. 2. Example of the visualizing tool for traces and categorization. In this
case patterns are distinguished using colors over the traces of the ship.

Once CRBM and k-Means models are trained, new data
can be fed to the pipe-line, encoding and classifying each
input into a status. At this time, similitude between patterns
are checked visually using a tool for ship trace visualization,
created on behalf this and future analyses in our center, as can
be seen in Figure 2.

The visualization tool also allows the superposition of traces
for different ships, allowing us to detect geographical regions
where clustering labels cluster, indicating where behaviors are
caused by geographical causes.

II. CONCLUSION

Detecting and discovering patterns in maritime traffic is an
important topic for modeling air quality in coastal urban zones
and sea-life. Maritime emissions, combined with urban emis-
sions (industry and road traffic), are responsible of pollution
in such areas.

In this paper we presented a methodology for characterizing
maritime traffic, understanding it as time series, and using
an ensemble of CRBMs and clustering techniques like k-
Means to reduce dimensionality of data while considering
time, then clustering it into common patterns of traffic. Such
methodology implies pre-processing data, knowing that AIS
provides error-prone data. Such datasets can be cleaned using
standard techniques, also aggregated features can be derived
from the most reliable ones, i.e. GPS traces.

CRBMs have proven to be useful for reducing such di-
mensionality, as most time series contained more than 3000
observations, even after pre-processing and reducing the time
scale from seconds to minutes. When tuning the CRBM hyper-
parameters, we observed that it is not required to introduce a
large history window (< 20 minutes) or a high number of
hidden units (∼ 20) to achieve good results. Also k-Means
appeared as a simple but effective approach to cluster the
reduced outputs of CRBMs, comparable to real ship statuses.

By using the presented methodology, we observed identifi-
able patterns for real use cases, like vessel discrimination and
operation modes. Such patterns can be used to complement
or correct missing or erroneous data from AIS, trace ship
behaviors and recognize their activity, and define geographical
regions with common operation modes and behaviors. We also
provided a tool for data and patterns visualization, available
to the general public.
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